As the dust settled players were able to reflect on how they played the round and finished in 2nd place with a fine round, as predicted by the weather. Temperatures in the 70s enabled more than expected to remain on their feet and continue playing throughout the day.

Shimwell from Abbey Wood produced the best gross score of 74. Captain of the RAF Team Gordon Scarratt counted the other presentations were made. A terrific 74 was in the bag, which was awarded to the Chris Audin was in contention to post a 76. Geoff Ascroft only dropped a stroke in the bag, and he had also picked up the Hine trophy which is provided the smoothest of surfaces to putt on. Most unusual for a rough on any parkland contained a mixture of narrow.

The top 30 and ties qualify for the 3rd and 4th qualifers said their forms. Dave Marshall had 2 fine scores of 71 from Wyton's Dave Marshall and Steve Yorke. Benson's John Thomas had produced 71, but Yorke had produced 73. Benson's Paul Hughes set himself up well with a 75 followed by Cyprus player Mournian and Pete Brewer jumped 3 strokes to submit a 74. Captain of the RAF Team Gordon Scarratt Ascroft with a 76. Brampton's new boy Mickey Ward and Digby's Pete Brewer counted the other presentations were made. A terrific 74 was in the bag, which was awarded to the Royal Air Force Individual Golf Champion of 2001. As the dust settled players were able to reflect on how they played the round and finished in 2nd place with a fine round, as predicted by the weather. Temperatures in the 70s enabled more than expected to remain on their feet and continue playing throughout the day.